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10. 1943- (20 Nov.) Foote was arrested by the Swiss Police which came as a surprise 
to him, and taken to the Bois-Mermet Prison, where he was kept for 10 months. In Sep, 1944, 
the Russian authorities appealed to the Swiss Court on behalf of the Subject (Foote), pointing 
out that that he did not carried out espionage against the Swiss but that his activities consisted 
of espionage against the Germans only.  Subject signed a declaration and was fined 2,000 
Swiss Francs and so released under the restriction that he was not to leave Switzerland. 

 

 
Shortly after his release he was contacted by Rado’s principal informant, a female, 
Duebendorfer. Who informed Foote that while he was in prison the following action had been 
taken by Rado, - Rado, seeing the desperate situation, and his personal danger, and also that it 
was now impossible to pass on information to Moscow, collected all information together and 
left orders with Duebendorfer that on Foote’s release he to inform Moscow that he passed on 
all information through Duebendorfer to the British Authorities in order that it should be not 
wasted. A copy of this information was retained by a certain woman called Abrahmson, a 
close friend of Farel, a British agent. After this action was taken by Rado he went to Paris. 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
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Special Points. 
 
14.  Foote’s object in contacting the British Authorities he stated, is to obtain permission to 
return to England or to work for the British as he disliked to continue working for the 
Russians. 
 
15.  Foote stated that after his return to Moscow, at the end of 1944 January 1945 upto the 
date of his arrival in Berlin, he did not carry out any activities whatsoever. 
 
16.  He (Foote) stated further that should we want to help him, we would have to take into 
consideration that after 14 July 1947, the Russians may contact him for further activities. 
 
17.  Foote’s documents have been returned to him and he was instructed by the interviewer 
that he should report to 309 FSS on 4th July at 1400 hours. (The appointment was made 
according to instructions received from Mr. Steel, 12 (Berlin) Intelligence Staff) 
 
      (Signed) N. Bodinger. (Sgt) 
      147 Intelligence Team. 
      12 (Berlin) Intelligence Staff. 
 
 

↓ 
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Alexander Allan Foote. 

Notes on second interrogation by 309 F.S.S. (Field Security Service?) 
1.  He decides to come to us in Moscow. 
2.  Wants repatriation. Sister, brother and brother in-law near East Grinstead. 
3.  Slightly uneasy but quick in the uptake. Extremely intelligent. (this is contrast to what Mr. 
Serpell (M.I.5) interrogator concluded; AOB, this latter was a quite often encountered attitude 
by M.I.5 servants) Has not given more than essentially required. Would like to know what we 
know about him. 
4.  6th Jan 1944 (1945) to 1st Sept 1946 in Moscow. Lived there, played “around with” 
photography and radio, supposed to learn micro-photography. Told to learn Russian; tried but 



could not. Did nothing. Was ill (after thought).  Knew more about micro-photography than 
instructors at the school (Staff College after the war, now again a school). 
 
5.  Reason for coming to Berlin: Had to get a German passport, must not go as a British 
subject. Russians have great confidence in him. 
 
6.  Was first (a year ago) to go to Mexico, then China (given books to read. To go as a 
Canadian. Plan dropped. Yanks are looking for him. (Every British subject entering U.S. 
looked for whether Foote). Thinks it dammed stupid to have been sent to Berlin. 
 
7.  Slightly worried about Russians. 
 
8.  Supposed to take German lessons. (Has English accent). Captain here (fluent German) had 
no clue, though everything was supposed to have been fixed. No contact with the Russian 
desired.  Wrote to Pankow (where later the DDR Government settled) Kommandatura für 
Zuzug (Refugee). But Bezirksamt refused although they (Russians) had agreed.  
 
9.  Major Levitas was there throughout, never relaxed. 
 
10.  On face of it, a very sick man, tried of playing for the Russians, wanting to go home to 
England – to write an interesting book (AOB, Handbook for Spies? Which he ultimately 
commenced) His mentality, history “unbroken” nerve against this possibility.    

 
11.  When he talks about Moscow H.Q. his eyes shine and he is proud of his achievements: “   
They know I can do almost anything, and so I can! “The Russians have every confidence in 
me!”.  
12.  Since the Russians still fully trust him and since they-according to him – do not think that 
he will “live” long abroad, they dropped the plan sending him – first to China, then to 
Mexico. Have they therefore also decided not to send him to South America? 
13.  He fears (apparently) nothing from the British and indeed we have perhaps no direct 
espionage charge against him. So why not at least try his line, with a possibility that we may 
send him out? 
14.  His illness is probably a natural cover story, but give up his “job”- not likely! His past 
speaks against him. 
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Alexander Allan Foote. 
1Born 13.4.1905 in Liverpool. 
British 
C of E. 
Berlin address: Berlin Pankow (the later seat of the DDR Government) Wisbyerstrasse 41/42 
    c/o Dora Weber 
Speaks English, rusty Spanish, little French, German and russian. 
2.  1918-1935 various jobs as saleman and mechanic. 
 1935 July enlisted in the RAF at Manchester. 6 weeks military training at Uxbridge. After a    
 year at  fitters school at Manston (?).  3 months at Gosport (Fleet Air Arm)finding his  
 attestation  invalid – religion given a Free Thinker – and being at the point of being thrown  
 out, he decided with a friend to join the International Brigade. This man A.C. Williams, a 
civilian friend of Porthmouth, member of the Communist Party, and known at Kings Street, 
took Foote to Kings Street and vouched for him. They were sent off which a party within 24 
hours (23 December 1936)  taking weekend tickets to Paris and therefore needed not 
passports. Went down to Perpignan and thence by motor coach into Spain on Christmas day. 
No frontier formalities. (Note: Foote appeared to have great admiration for the way in the 
(Communist) party was organised.) Foote was employed as a driver and was posted to the 15th 
Infantry Brigade (British) when it was formed at Albacete, holding the rank of sergeant.  
3.  September 1938 Foote returned to U.K. intending to go back a driver to the Red Cross 
ambulance unit organised by Winfred Brown. He was told that he was to use this job as to 
cover for the courier work for the British Communist Communist Party. This plan fell through 
when the 15th Brigade was withdrawn from Spain. Foote’s name was put forward by 
Springhall (Political Commisar of the 15th Brigade) as a suitable person for a foreign 
assignment. Foote was called to King Street where he was seen by Fred Copman and told to 
apply for a passport. The woman who was to have interviewed for the job abroad – Sonia 
(real name Ursula; nee Kuczynski, then Hamburger (who she married in China), now Beurton 
had already left for Switzerland.      
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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For Switzerland. Foote was told he would be rung up by her sister in Hampstead who was to 
tell him how to contact and recognise Sonia in Switzerland.  (Foote did not say who gave him 
this last instruction but did say that the Communist Party knew nothing about his assignment.) 
4A.  At the end of October (1938) Foote went to Geneva and had a number of contacts with 
Sonia. He had the impression that she was sounding him to find if he were a suitable person 
for the job she had in mind. He spent about 10 days in Geneva (Genf) at a small hotel 
opposite the station. He then returned to the U.K. for another 10 days, going to München 
about 12 or 13 November (1938). Sonia haven given him about 2000 Swiss francs which were 
to last him for 3 months. His pay worked out at about 250 Reichsmark with another 200 to 
300 RM for expenses. His assignment was to make as many acquaintances as possible among 
the employees in the B.M.W (Bayrische Motorenwerke) factory and to learn German.  
After three months he was to report in Lausanne to Sonia. At this meeting (1939), he was 
asked whether he could suggest any other man suitable for the same work as he is doing. He 
put up the name of Leon Beurton (Sonia’s future British husband) who he knew in the 
International brigade and who was probably in the U.K. He later had a letter from Beurton 
from Frankfurt am Main and went up to see him sometime in summer 1939 (AOB, < 3rd 
September  1939) Beurton was watching I.G. Farbenindustrie in Offenbach.  
5.  On 22.8.1939 left München for a rendezvous at Montreux. With Sonia who did not believe 
that was imminent.  She sent him back to Germany but went with him on the train as far as 
Zürich where she finally decided that Foote should remain for a while. From Zürich Foote 
telephoned Beurton who was on holidays in Bavaria to come to Switzerland.  
6Sonia told Foote that she was starting a new independent network in Switzerland to work 
into Germany into (sabotage as well as intelligence).  
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
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She had a W/T set at he chalet at Caux sur Montreux (La Taupinière).  After the 
announcement of the Russo-German pact (23/25 August 1939; also known as Molotov-
Ribbentrop pact) she was instructed to cease all work against Germany. 
7.  Sonia at this time had German nationality, being married to Hamburger who was in China 
(also a Russian agent). She had worked in Poland (in Danzig) and China (Shanghai). Sonia 
divorced Hamburger in a Swiss court Foote provided the evidence (AOB, likely by faking 
matters; as he never met with Hamburger before) Sonia then married (Feb. 1940) Beurton 
who was British and thereby acquired British nationality. (AOB, because seemingly it wasn’t 
a “good” marriage, she did so as to come to England legally) 
8.  Sonia taught Foote and Beurton W/T. Money ran out and the group became rather 
despondent. Foote then received instructions to go the Rumania and prepare to ground for 
Sonia who was to follow later. This proposal came to nothing. 
9.  In June Sonia’s maid (German) who apparently knew Hamburger and liked him became 
jealous of the success of her marriage to Beurton which she had been told was purely one of 
convenience. The maid threatened to denounce Sonia to the British authorities and did so but 
no attention was paid to her.  Sonia sent her back to Germany on 15 December 1940. 
10.  In the meantime Foote had built a machine on which to practice W/T and had become 
reasonably proficient.     
11.  After the fall of Paris in June Sonia was told by W/T to contact Rado @ Albert in Geneva 
(Genf) whose communications had broken down. (He had corresponded by mocro-
photography on postcards to Paris).  
12.  Nicole had suggested Hamel (a radio dealer) and Suess (a Polish girlfriend of Guinsberg, 
assistant librarian at the League of Nations (Völkerbund) who had informed Sonia that the 
British had approached her to provide intelligence)  as suitable for training in W/T/ (?) Foote 
trained Hamel successfully but turned down Suess after a short time as incapable of learning. 
Suess subsequently went to the U.S.A. on some job connected with I.L.O. – she was a Jewess. 
(AOB, International Labour Organisation)  

 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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13.  At this time Rado too was experiencing acute shortage of money. 
14.  Sonia took her W/T set to Hamel’s flat and worked (operated) from there. Later Foote did 
this. They sent messages who enciphered them himself.  
15.  When Sonia left in December she was told to hand over her radio and codes to Foote who 
was to remain in Switzerland. Hamel had built his own set and was helped by Beurton 
(Sonia’s new husband) in the transmission until he was competent (AOB, skilful enough) 
Foote took Sonia’s old set to his flat in Lausanne. Sonia put him in contact with Rado before 
she left (for England due to her recent marriage).  
16.  On 12th March 1941 Foote established contact with Moscow. Rado at this time Rado had 
such a volume of traffic that Foote transmitted a lot of it for him.  
17.  Rachel Duebendorfer @ Sissi acted as Rodo’s cut out for all his principal agents, but 
often he used two cutouts. His most important source was Roessler @ Lucy (Lucie) a Swiss 
national (AOB, incorrect, as we previously have noticed within this very document series, that 
Roessler was a German Jew, who left Germany about 1933) Czech by origin, a publisher in 
Lucerne (Luzern) who had been prominent in theatrical circles in Berlin. Roessler’s material 
was passed to or collected by Taylor @ Schneider (employee at the I.L.O.) and then passed on 
to Duebendorfer. 
This material came from sources in the O.K.W. and the Luftwaffe (known as Werther and 
Olga respectively). This was very highly thought by Moscow and always had to dispatched by 
W/T with highest priority. Roessler also worked for the Swiss.  By accident he gave some 
Swiss information to Rado. This was discovered (? How) (probably when Swiss police picked 
up Rado’s papers at the arrest of Hamel. Roessler was arrested but very shortly released and 
allowed to circulate freely.  
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
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18.  Abrahson @ Isaac, Employee of the I.L.O. provided information to Rado through 
Duebendorfer. He had no salary but was paid on results. 
19.  Contact with the Swiss Communist Party was maintained through young Nicole. The 
father appeared to have acted as a talent spotter. A great many of the names he suggested, 
however, were turned down by Moscow.  
20.  Pakbot (Bakpot) Foote does not know his real name – he met him only but can find this 
out.) Swiss journalist high up in the Socialist Party. Has worked for the U.S.S.R. for many 
years. They bought him a house. Plenty of money acted as cut-out to Salter (real name 
unknown. Foote believes he was the Yugoslav Military Attaché and was in touch with the 
British I.S. 
21.  Paul (name unknown) Russian living in Zürich paid by Rado not Foote. 
22.  Moscow gave Foote the name of a woman in Basel who had worked for them for 20 
years. This was Amma Müller, 114 Riehenstrasse. She acted as a cut-out to “Max” (name not 
known) a police official in Basel who provided genuine (original) Swiss passport to the R.I.S. 
over a period of years.  Anna also worked as a cut-out between Foote and her brother in 
Germany (?Freiburg). This brother was caught with a W/T set by the Gestapo (AOB, would 
“SD or Stapo” not have been more adequate?) and Anna was enticed into Germany and put in 
a concentration camp. She was later released by the Russians and sent back to Switzerland (? 
Possibly still in Basel)  
23.  Mme. Gessner-Buehrer who ran a book business in Froschengasse in Zürich had worked 
previously  for the Russians but retired. Moscow suggested her name as a cut-out between 
Foote and Hunbert Droz. Droz had been instructed by (Serge) Dimittroff (Dimitrov our 
famous guy!) to help Foote but he was arrested by the Swiss soon after the first meeting with 
Foote.  
24.  Charles Martin @ Laurenz (Lauwrens?)  and his wife Elsa or Else @ Laura, who lived in 
Chemin de la Fauvette, Lausanne both were born in Leningrad (St. Petersburg), but held 
Swiss passports.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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They had two children in Russia.  Martin had worked for the R.I.S. in Japan some time before 
the war, but had lost contact with them. Foote was instructed to find him if possible, which he 
did and taught him W/T transmission and gave him a code, but until he was proficient with 
W/T he worked for Foote as a cut-out.  
25.  Martin was a go-between with Marius Moutet who is now, Foote believes Colonial 
Minster. (? what nationality had he, because Switzerland never possessed a colony)   Moutet’s 
sun in U.K informed the Russians that he thought his father would be able to give them 
valuable information. Foote said that although Moutet was willing, he did not in fact provide 
anything of any value.  
26.  Moscow gave Foote name of a British couple in Geneva (Genf) with an adopted daughter 
aged about 18 years whose parents had been killed in the Spanish Civil War.  Foote could not 
remember their name, Foote suggests this is Noel Field and his step-daughter Ericha Glazer, 
American subjects.)   He said they lived at Vandouves, Geneva (Genf). They had been in 
Russia and applied for membership of the Party and had been sent abroad to work.  Foote 
used Martin as a cut-out to approach them and reported they were useless.   
27.  Another name given by Moscow was that of Howard Smith (studied at Cambridge) 
American reporter for CBS. Martin was sent to contact him, but Foote believes he did not go. 
Smith had been in Berlin in 1940 and had promised the Russians to give them any 
information he could. Foote had in fact no contact with him. 
28.  Jean Bohny  (?Swiss) of Russian origin living in Zürich in 1942. Architect and antique 
dealer. Foote said this man had been sent from the U.S.S.R. as an agent to contact Charles 
Simpson (? Sedlacek) at St. Gallen to collect a W/T set from him which he was to keep until 
some other individual collected it. 
 
 
 

↓ 
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When Bohny had taken the W/T set he was to send a telegram to a girl in the red Cross in 
Sweden. Foote believes that Bohny did not collect this set as he took fright.  
29.  Foote was told by Moscow to contact Germaine Perret whose parents lived rue 
Monfalcon, Geneva (Genf) She was to have come to Switzerland (?) France, but she did not 
turn up. Foote ascertains that her father was living in Geneva (Genf) but did nothing more 
about it as this occurred at the time when he was under suspicion and he was soon after 
arrested.  
30.  April 1943 Foote was informed by Moscow that a courier would be coming from France 
to contact him and he was to give him 15,000 francs (Swiss?)  A series of tentative 
rendezvous were made which Foote attended, but the contact was not made by the courier 
until the fourth one. Foote was somewhat suspicious and gave him 10,000 francs instead of 
15, 000 his suspicions having been aroused Moscow said that there would be no conversation 
while the courier was anxious to talk and to arrange a further personal meeting with Foote. 
Foote believes that the original courier had been replaced by a Gestapo agent (AOB, it is 
annoying that Britons, like others, do not distinguish between Gestapo and S.D or Stapo 
which was a “secret criminal police” branch, whereas the S.D (Sicherheitsdienst) did the 
actual work abroad; a matter of mall training or education? Internally the according personnel 
spoke about Stapo) and that thereby his name and identity had become known to the 
Germans. About this time Duebendorfer had visitors who alleged they came from Foote.  She 
telephoned Foote to check on this and thereby gave away the connection between herself and 
Foote. Foote telegraphed to Moscow about his suspicion and they asked for an account by 
W/T of any extra-ordinary happenings. The only  suspicious thing apart from the courier that 
he could think was the visit made to him made by a man calling himself Gunner Clayton (as 
this person was decarded on 22 May 1959 we may assume this was a legal person) who Foote 
thought had been dropped by the Allies in France  and escaped into Switzerland. This man 
posed as R.A.F. but anyone knowing the R.A.F. did could see that he never served in an 
R.A.F. unit. (He might have been once a German, because by that time also Germans, likely 
now from the Bundeswehr, were also “decarded”).    
 
 

↓ 
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31.  July 11th (43?), Moscow told Foote to take a holiday in Lugano but tp retain in contact 
with Moscow (presumably by going up occasionally to Lausanne and talking to them by 
W/T), and to break contact with Rado.  Foote stayed only a fortnight in Tessin – which he 
enjoyed – and then went back, where he had to take up contact again with Rado who was 
rapidly losing his nerve.  
32.  Margareta Bolli, whom Foote had trained in place of Suess, suspected she was under 
suspicion about this time. As Hamel and his wife were already under suspicion it was decided 
after a long discussion to train more W/T operators (Nicole and Pakbo suggested a number of 
recruits) and they also received instructions from Moscow to limit their reports to those from 
Roessler and one or two other well-thought of agents.  
33.  At the beginning of October 1943 Hamel and Bolli were arrested. Bolli was arrested in 
bed with a Gestapo S.D. agent Peters (Hans Friedrich). At Hamel’s house the Swiss found 
Rado’s cyphers and a good many copies of telegrams and reports which he had sent to 
Moscow.  This left Foote as sole one in touch with Moscow. Through Swiss Communist Party 
members of the prison staff Foote found out that the Swiss had told Hamel that a third set was 
known to be working in Lausanne and they showed Hamel a photograph of Foote (Foote 
believes this photograph was taken when he met the Gestapo S.D. courier). They did however 
know Foote’s name.   
34.  Rado told Moscow this, Rado’s photograph had been shown – this was presumably to 
explain Rado’s own fears at this time. 
35.  Rado then gave Foote a message to send to Moscow proposing that Rado should take 
refuge in the British Legation and transmit telegrams to Moscow via the British Legation 
wireless to London – this message was sent with Foote’s codes.  
Foote assumed that Rado had sounded the British.   
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During all this time Foote was in almost nightly contact with Moscow, averaging about 
30,000 groups a month. (AOB, the Germans used generally groups consisting of 5 characters) 
He did his own cyphering which was never changed and which was one he could carry in his 
head. 
 
 Note. Foote was most anxious to describe in detail the working of his code, but I 
hurried him on with the narrative, warning him that we should like to know more about it 
later. 
 
Foote sent all his traffic in English, Rado’s went in German. Moscow English was shocking 
bad; their German was only slightly better. 
 
37.  About this time Foote was put in contact with Pakbo and was to have been put in direct 
contact with Duebendorfer. 
This however was prevented by Rado.  
 
39.  19th November (1943). Shortly before midnight Swiss police broke down the door of 
Foote’s flat while he was in radio contact with Moscow – receiving not sending. Foote just 
had time to burn the paper in front of him and to put the set out of action, but Moscow would 
not have been alarmed by this as contact was frequently broken by failing and other technical 
difficulties.  With the Swiss Police were who possessed all Foote’s callsigns and they 
immediately tried to maintain contact with Moscow.   
 Note: Foote was told by the Russians that the Swiss took up contact with Moscow for 
over three months on Foote’s set after it had been repaired, but they used Rado’s code so that 
Moscow at once must have known that something was wrong. Foote presumes Moscow 
continued these conversations to see whether they could learn anything from the messages the 
Swiss were passing onto them.  
 
39.  Rado was on the run after the arrest of Hamel. For tow or three months he took refuge 
with Dr. Bianci (whose wife is a sister of young Nicole’s wife).             
  
KV 2/1611-3, page 18 

 
While Rado was at Bianci’s he was told by Moscow to hand over direction of the network to 
Foote and Foote was told to limit himself to radio contact two nights a week of half an hours 
at a time. Foote’s comment was that this was quite impossible, and he continued on the old 
system. 
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40.  The Swiss captured Rado’s cyphers and texts of telegrams from Hamel. This information 
the Russians had from the Swiss and told Foote later in Moscow about it, and they also knew 
Swiss what Foote had told them. Foote believes that his own dossier was left “by accident” by 
Blazer (Balzer), the Swiss official in charge of the case, on the desk of the Swiss lawyer in the 
Nikol party. This man Blazer (Balzer) is now he believes chief of the Swiss Federal Railways.  
41.  Foote said that his lawyer, while he was in prison was Secreton. This man apparently was 
recommended by the British Consul. Sometime in 1944 Secreton advised Foote to sign a 
statement that he had worked for a number of years for an Allied power against Germany. 
After signing this statement he was released on bail with instructions not to leave Switzerland, 
but under the counter he was given an exit visa which would last for six weeks. When he 
finally left Switzerland he thus left legally, but entered France illegally at the frontier of 
Annemas. He was met by French chief police and taken straight away to some maquis 
organisation who passed him up to Paris. This frontier crossing by Nikol and Vasaint.  
42.  Money arrangements. After the outbreak of war both Sonia and Rado found themselves in 
extreme difficulties over money. All applications on Moscow to arrange for tham some more 
funds were without any results. (AOB, the reason was the Russo-German pact of 23/25 
August 1939; Molotov-Ribbentrop agreement) Foote finally decided to make arrangements on 
his own. (I gather that this was Sonia left (for England) in December 1940. Foote used 
Sviatski, a a lawyer in Geneva (?) (Genf) who did a lot of work for both the party and for 
Soviet Intelligence, but always “legal”. He refused to do anything for which he could be 
prosecuted by the Swiss. Foote system was to get Sviatski to contact individuals or firms 
earning money in Switzerland, but with relations or offices in New York, who were anxious 
to turn money into dollars. These people were to hand over to their Swiss francs, and Foote 
would ask Moscow to arrange to pay into their various accounts in New York or other towns 
in the U.S. or Canada. This arrangement was always profitable for the people in Switzerland 
as they gave a better rate of exchange in Swiss francs than the official one. One of the most 
useful contacts in the early days was R.K.O., a radio film firm. Payments in New York were 
made into the Irvine Trust Bank, and over the period some 50,000 dollars exchanged hands in 
this way. Early 1943 however, American regulations with large sums of cash paid into an 
account were to be queried. 
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This upset the smooth running of Foote’s system, and they had to deal with individuals, 
usually Jews, to whom the money was paid in person, and not into their account in the States. 
(Note, I (Mr. Serpell of M.I.5) think that Foote might be encouraged to remember some of the 
individual’s names, but they will probably turn out to be black marketeers, although Foote 
said that Moscow always liked to deal with people whose ideology was sound, rather than 
ordinary business men).    
43.  The arrest of Bolli and Hamel and Foote meant that all communications with Moscow 
were cut off, and all arrangements fell through. It was at this point that Duebendorfer sent a 
telegram to someone in Canada who knew of her activities, asking her to get 15,000 dollars 
from the Soviet authorities. 
44.  One name Foote remembered was of Maurice Scherrer, living in Cuba, into whose 
account 1720 dollars were to be paid in any branch of the Royal Canadian Bank. Foote 
remembers this name because there was a fuss about this particular transaction, as the dollars 
were not paid in.  
45.  After Foote’s release in September 1944, he was contacted Sviatski by telephone, who 
went to Lausanne to see him. Sviatski said that Nikol wanted to see Foote. Foote went to see 
Nikol in Sviatski’s office. Rado was still in hiding and Pakbo told Foote that their principle 
agent Roessler, although he had been arrested for a short while by the Swiss, was still in the 
position to supply information, and was anxious to pass it on.  Foote and Duebendorfer (who 
had got in contact on her release with Foote through Nikol), went to see Roessler (Lucie) in 
Zürich on Roessler’s request. As all arrangements for passing information to Moscow had 
broken down, Foote decided to go to Paris and tell the Russians of the situation and hand over 
Roessler’s information. By this time Rado had already left Switzerland without making any 
arrangements with Pakbo to carry on. Rado had also borrowed 12,000 francs from the Swiss 
Communist Party and Nikol was  most anxious to know about its repayment. Pakbo was in 
possession of information. Had never been arrested, and was willing continue working. Pakbo 
thought that he could get hold of a W/T and was sure Nikol could give him a W/T operator 
trainee.  
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
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46.  Meanwhile, after contacting the Military Mission, and making contact with Moscow it 
was arranged that Foote and Rado, who by this time had turned up, should go by aircraft to 
Moscow. On January 6th (1945) the plane left. Rado jumped (off) the plane in Cairo on the 
10th. Foote going to Moscow They arrived in Moscow on the 16th January, rather ahead 
schedule. Smernov a men from the London Embassy, looked after the whole party, and 
telephoned for the escort and cars. (AOB, this is not in full accordance with Foote’s former 
told story)   
. 
. 
47.  The NKVD (NKWD) were particularly interested with communications with Martin (The 
very person with which Foote a conflicts), and showed absolutely no knowledge of GRU 
activities in Switzerland. (Martin had told Foote that he had a very high up friend in the 
N.K.V.D. (N.K.W.D.) in Moscow) Foote gathered that Martin was under suspicion for having 
acted as a double agent and thought this man was going out to Switzerland to investigate. He 
was a southern Russian; spoke fluent French 
. 
48    
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Please digest it yourself; Wilhelm Flicke was considered providing excellent informations. 
One of this (translated) reports were published in US in the 1990s: “War in the Ether”. 
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Rote Drei W/T traffic (source Flicke) relating to Alexander Foote @ Jim 

Date. 
31.10.1942. From Director. (Moscow Director) 
  Bereiten Sie Reservetreffs fuer Rosa un Pakbo und fuer Jim and Sissy 
(Duebendorfer), damit wenn Sie selbst zeitweilig in Arbeit behindert sind, diese gruppen 
Verbindung (Gruppenverbindung) mit uns aufrechterhalten koenen. Erklaeren Sie Jim 
(Foote), was Ihnen passierte und foerdern Sie von ihm und …Sie selbst groesste Vorsicht bei 
Treffs und Uebergabe von Telegrammen an Jim. Beruecksichtigen Sie, liebe Dora, dass 
Arbeit Ihrer Organisation jetzt wichtiger ist als jemals, Sie muessen alles tun, um Arbeit 
fortzusetzen. Direktor. 
 
19.12.42 Nebenfreffen alles Massnahmen zur sicherung gesamter Organisation 
unternehmen Sie alles, um Arbeit weiter zu fuehren. Grade jetzt ist es sehr wichtig. Wie 
gedenken Taylor und Lucie (Roessler) weiter zu arbeiten? Wohin zu gehen. Sissy muss 
unbedingt dort sein, wo beide sein werden und Verbindung sichern. Jim (Foote) kann 
wahrscheinlich interniert werden. Regeln Sie parallele Verbindungen zwischen Sissy und 
Maud, damit Information unbedingt weitergeht. Ersuche um Ruhe und klare umsichtige 
Beschluesse. Direkor. 
 
Most interesting, this material was provided by OKW/Chi. The Germans intercepted and 
could read communications between the groups in Switzerland and Moscow on daily basis.  
The British editor, apparently, did not possess sound knowledge of German grammar. 
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        3rd January 1947 
Dear Scott, 
 
  Subject: Rote Kapelle (meant Rote Drei) 
 
 I refer to your letter of 30th December, 1946 addressed to Hollis. I cannot find that we 
(M.I.5) or M.I.6. have had any opportunity to question Rado’s W/T operators, certainly not 
either Hamel or Foote. I can say, there is nothing we would like to do more! 
 
      Yours sincerely, 
      M.F. Serpell (the main interrogator of this file) 
 
(U.S.) Lieut. Commander W.M. Scott 
S.S.U.   X-2 
        
 

↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
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PF 602,509 (http://www.cdvandt.org/rote-kapelle-20-july'44.htm)  
  B. „Rote Drei“/Edelweiss“. 
11.  General. 
 This was the russian espionage organisation in Switzerland authorised by Moscow. It 
was termed Rote Drei by OKW/Amt Ausland/Abwehr and Edelweiss by Stapo IV A 2.  
 The head of this organisation was the former Hungarian citizen Alexander Rado, who 
had lived in Berlin for some years after 1918. Eventually, as both he and his wife were 
already at that time suspected of working for the Russians, they were expelled from Germany 
as undesirable aliens and went to Switzerland. 
 So far as Stapo were able to find out, during the war Rado and his group operated 
quite independently of Russian Embassy in Bern. Rado’s mission, which in the view of the 
Stapo he succeeded in carrying out, was the supplying to Moscow of military internal (most 
secret OKH strategies directly from Berlin; this secret, still today, has not entirely been lifted) 
from Germany and German-occupied territory.  
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
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 The nature of this whole case called for close cooperation between OKW/Amt 
Ausland/Abwehr and Stapo IV A 2. The Swiss Police also took action against the Rado group 
at the beg. 44 (incorrect, late 1943), and besides arresting a large number of the leading 
personalities involved, suppressed two transmitters at Verviers and Lausanne (Foote’s) 
respectively. It was believed on the German side that a third emergency transmitter existed on 
Monte Bre (Lugano) and, when Maurer of the swiss Police visited Berlin in 1944, he was told 
of this and asked to supply information regarding the sources of information in Germany: this, 
however, he declined to give. 
  

. 

. 
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Extract from Interrogation report on von Pescatore, Hans (worked for III F (counter-

espionage) K.O. Switzerland, mentioning Foote. 
5.  Penetration of Allied Organisations in Switzerland. 
 
(b)  Russian organisation.The Russia organisation was known to the German counter-
espionage as “Rote Drei” (Red Three) and was commanded by Rado Alexander (alias “Dora” 
and ”Albert” in collaboration with his wife, known as “Maria”.  
 
The Russian organisation had three W/T stations; one in Lausanne (Foote’s) and two at 
Geneva (Genf), all three were discovered by the Swiss police and of 1943, much to the regret 
of the German organisation, which would have preferred to continue monitoring 
transmissions.   
 
The w/T stations were in charge of the following persons: - 
 
1Rosa (real name unknow), 2. Foote, an Irish man  Britain living in Geneva (Lausanne) using 
the alias “Jim”.  
 
 

Terminated 22 July 2019 
 

I would like to explain briefly the reason - why I have focussed more on details than we 
usually do. 

This current platform is exceptional, and a means to let you join the British secret service’s 
post-war considerations; than had been ever possible before not so long ago. Think of, say < 

2015.  


